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The microstructures of copper (Cu) materials were investigated by electron backscatter diffraction, showing that electrodeposited
(ED) Cu has a homogenous polycrystalline microstructure, while cold spray (CS) Cu has a heterogeneous microstructure with
varying grain size, pores, and interfacial splat regions. The corrosion rate was examined by corrosion potential (ECORR) and
polarization resistance (Rp) measurements on Cu specimens in solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S. Although the
as sprayed CS-Cu was the least corrosion resistant, the corrosion rate of the heat-treated CS-Cu was similar to that of the ED-Cu
and wrought Cu (SKB-Cu). Electrochemical behaviours of Cu materials were investigated by either a potentiodynamic scan or a
potentiostatic polarization at a more positive potential (E > ECORR) for various experiment durations up to 4 h, showing that the
heat-treated CS-Cu, SKB-Cu and ED-Cu exhibited very similar behaviour while the as sprayed CS-Cu showed erratic behavior
consistent with a variable surface reactivity. Nanoscale scanning transmission electron microscopy analysis has been performed at
the cross-section of an anodically-oxidized CS-Cu specimen, revealing a two-layer film structure, mostly composed of Cu sulfide,
with a minor diffusion of sulfur in the local area of an interfacial splat boundary tip.
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The safe and permanent disposal of high-level nuclear waste is
critical if nuclear power is to remain a viable energy source. The
accepted method in many countries, including Canada, Sweden, and
Finland, is the burial of used nuclear fuel in a deep geological
repository (DGR), consisting of multiple natural and engineered
barriers to isolate the nuclear waste from the environment.1–4 In
particular, the proposed disposal plan in Canada developed by the
Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO), involves the
encapsulation of used fuels in a used fuel container (UFC), surrounded
by a highly-compacted bentonite buffer box safely emplaced at a
depth ⩾500 m in a DGR.1,5 A key engineered component in the DGR
design is the UFC, comprising a carbon steel vessel (ASME SA516
Gr.70) with an approximately 3 mm-thick Cu coating, applied via
electrodeposition and cold spray deposition technologies, acting as the
corrosion barrier.6,7 The choice of Cu as the corrosion-resistant
material was initially based on the element’s thermodynamic stability
under anticipated anoxic DGR conditions, justified by archaeological
studies and the existence of naturally occurring copper metals that
have remained intact in the subterranean environment for millions/
billions of years.1,8–10 A comprehensive description of current UFC
designs can be found elsewhere,6,7,11,12 including detailed discussions
on coating deposition technologies, the current conservative Cu
corrosion allowance, and manufacturing considerations.

Once the UFC is emplaced, the specific corrosion processes
governing container degradation will change as the DGR conditions
evolve over its lifetime (i.e., 1 million years).1,2,13 The DGR
conditions will evolve from initially warm, humid, and oxidizing
to eventually cool, dry, and anoxic as the fuel decays, heat
production decreases, and the O2 trapped upon emplacement is
rapidly depleted by microbial, mineral and minor container corro-
sion reactions.2 Notably, the specific period required for the

evolution of redox conditions in a DGR remains uncertain and
significantly variable. Recent full-scale underground field studies
suggest that anaerobic conditions are reached within a few weeks to
a few months14 while other authors report that O2 may be consumed
within the first 10 to 100 years after the burial of containers in the
DGR.15 Regardless, the vast majority of the lifetime of the DGR will
exist in an anerobic condition. Without oxygen, sulfide-induced Cu
corrosion will become the dominant reaction, since Cu becomes
unstable when exposed to sulfide (as SH−).16–19 Potential sources of
dissolved sulfide in a DGR are the dissolution of sulfide minerals,
such as pyrite (FeS2) in the rock, and, more importantly, remotely
produced SH−, generated from SO4

2− via the action of anaerobic
sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB). Consequently, if dissolved sulfide
is present in the proximity of the container under anoxic DGR
conditions, sulfidation of Cu will be initiated via reaction (1).
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Numerous corrosion studies have been performed on SKB
phosphorus-doped oxygen-free wrought Cu (a reference material,
supplied by the Swedish Nuclear Waste Management Organization),
demonstrating that sulfide-induced Cu corrosion is driven by the
formation of chalcocite (Cu2S) films on the Cu surface.16–21 Chen
et al.20,21 showed that film structure and growth kinetics were
determined by the balance between SH− transport from bulk solution
to the Cu surface and the interfacial reaction rate with SH−, and the
competition for surface adsorption sites between SH− and chloride
(Cl−), with Cl− being the dominant groundwater anion.22 It has also
been shown that while the film growth kinetics may change, the Cu2S
film is commonly porous and only partially protective. Since the
interfacial reaction rate is anticipated to be rapid compared to the slow
transport of SH− from remote locations to the UFC surface through
the compacted bentonite clay, corrosion would be expected to
propagate uniformly with the formation of porous films on Cu.23,24

Film growth was found to depend on three critical
parameters:16,17 (i) the concentrations of sulfide ([SH−]) and
chloride ([Cl−]); (ii) the ratio between [SH−] and [Cl−]; and (iii)
the flux of SH− to the Cu surface, which determines whether azE-mail: mguo53@uwo.ca; suraj.persaud@queensu.ca
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porous or a partially protective sulfide film would form on Cu.
Sulfide concentrations are expected to be below 10−4 M in Swedish
and Finnish DGRs,4 and <10−6 M in a Canadian DGR.2 Due to the
anticipated low [SH−] and the extremely low flux of SH− through
the compacted clay, a very low [SH−] would be established on the
UFC surface, making the possibility of passive sulfide film forma-
tion unlikely, leading to an extremely low probability for localized
corrosion. Martino et al.19,25,26 showed that electrochemically-grown
sulfide films exhibited similar dependencies on [SH−], [Cl−], their
ratio, and the transport of [SH−]. Their goal was to determine the
probability of passive film formation on Cu, and, equally impor-
tantly, to determine whether the properties of the anodically grown
films were similar to those formed under natural corrosion condi-
tions. It was claimed that the film growth mechanisms were similar
under both corrosion and electrochemical conditions,26 and that the
formation of passive sulfide films would only be possible when a
high SH−

flux was coupled with a high [SH−]. Such a condition is
not expected in the vicinity of the UFCs in a Canadian DGR.

Prior studies have provided valuable information on the me-
chanism of film growth under various aqueous solution conditions,
such as at various [SH−] and/or [Cl−] and various SH−

fluxes, and at
different buffered conditions, with the addition of anions that are
relevant to the groundwaters in a DGR.16,17,20,22,26–29 However, they
have not elucidated the influence of microstructural changes brought
on by different Cu coating procedures (e.g., electrodeposited, and
cold sprayed Cu) in the aqueous sulfide and chloride solutions. In
addition, the microstructural variations among different Cu mate-
rials, such as the presence of local pores/cavities, residual stress/high
dislocation density and crystallographic texture, may exert signifi-
cant influences on the location where corrosion initiates and then
propagates. The location of corrosion is often controlled by
metallurgical factors, and a heterogeneous microstructure can
change the kinetic parameters of corrosion propagation, for example
by exerting an effect on diffusion and electrochemical
polarization.30–32 The microstructure-corrosion relationship remains
to be addressed for Cu coatings in UFC applications under anoxic
sulfide-induced corrosion conditions. Although microstructural char-
acterizations of Cu coatings materials for UFCs were performed by
Yu et al.33 and Li et al.,34 providing implications associated with

UFC corrosion in terms of material grain size, grain boundary
character and crystallographic texture, no direct evidence was
reported based on any data obtained from electrochemical and
corrosion techniques.

In this paper, the early-stage corrosion of a variety of Cu
materials is studied in aqueous sulfide and chloride containing
solutions. The primary goal is to investigate the influence of
microstructure, in particular defects, with an emphasis on the effect
of splat interfaces (in cold-sprayed specimens), crystallographic
orientation, and grain boundary character, on the corrosion of Cu
materials. SEM/EBSD analysis was performed before corrosion and
electrochemical experiments, providing crystallographic texture
information. This microscale analysis is complemented with nanos-
cale characterization, specifically by STEM-EDX. When combined
with electrochemical measurements, this multi-scale characterization
yields an understanding of the distribution of corrosion damage, the
associated mechanism, and, importantly, the local nanoscale chem-
istry changes at particular interfaces/boundaries on a corroded Cu-
coated specimen, with the potential for sulfide penetration a specific
focus for the latter.

Experimental

Materials.—Various Cu materials were investigated: P-doped O-
free wrought Cu (SKB-Cu), electrodeposited Cu (ED-Cu), as-
sprayed cold spray deposited Cu (AS-CS-Cu) and heat-treated cold
spray deposited Cu (HT-CS-Cu). SKB-Cu was supplied by the
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB,
Solna, Sweden).35 Both ED-Cu and CS-Cu materials were manu-
factured in the form of plates. Specifically, a 3 to 4 mm thick Cu
coating was deposited onto a 150 mm × 150 mm × 38 mm ASME
SA-516 Gr. 70 steel block substrate, Fig. 1. The ED-Cu and CS-Cu
were supplied by Integran Technologies Inc. (Mississauga, Canada)
and the National Research Council of Canada (Boucherville,
Canada), respectively. Figure 1 shows the top and cross-sectional
views of an ED-Cu plate.

The specifications of the electrodeposition process have been
described elsewhere,36 and were designed to produce an ultra-fine
grain microstructure in the absence of heat-treatment.34 The cold

Figure 1. Top surfaces (A) and (C) and cross-section views (B) and (D) of an ED-Cu and AS-CS-Cu plate, respectively, featuring an approximately 4 mm
integrally bonded copper coating deposited on a ASME SA-516 Gr. 70 steel plate.
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spray process was performed at a gas temperature of approximately
800 °C, with helium (He) gas used for the first coating pass (creating
a coating that is approximately 100 μm thick) and nitrogen (N2) gas
for the remainder of the coating.6,7,13,37 Some of the examined CS-
Cu materials were stress-relieved by heat-treating at 350 °C for 1 h
after coating deposition to restore ductility.11

Specimen and electrolyte preparation.—Cu electrodes were
machined as disks from the top surface of each block. A threaded
hole was drilled in the back of each disk to allow electrical
connection via a stainless steel rod to external circuitry. The drilled
hole did not penetrate the Cu surface. The electrode was then set into
a Teflon holder using a transparent epoxy resin (Epofix, Struers),
leaving only a flat circular surface area of 0.785 cm2 exposed to the
electrolyte during corrosion experiments. The circular surface of the
Cu electrode was positioned horizontally with the freshly-polished
surface facing down and fully immersed in the electrolyte. Prior to
each experiment, the Cu electrode was ground with a sequence of
SiC papers with grit sizes of 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 2400, and 4000,
and then polished using 3 and 1 μm diamond suspensions in a
glycol-based lubricant. The polished surface was rinsed with Type I
water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ.cm (provided by a Direct-Q®
3UV ultrapure water system, Millipore Sigma), sonicated with
methanol (reagent-grade) for 1 min, and dried in a stream of
ultrapure (99.999%) N2 gas.

Prior to microstructural examinations, Cu surfaces were electro-
polished using a Struers LectroPol electro-polisher in a solution
composed of HNO3:CH3OH = 1:3 (HNO3, ACS reagent, 68%–70%;
CH3OH, ACS reagent) by volume at a temperature of −20 °C. A
voltage of 7 V was applied to the specimen for 70 s. Solutions were
prepared with reagent-grade sodium chloride (NaCl, 99.0% assay),
sodium sulfide (Na2S · 9H2O, 98.0% assay) and Type I water. Cu
electrodes were exposed to solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 ×
10−3 M Na2S with an initial solution pH of 10, a solution selected
to facilitate investigation of the short-term (in the range of 5 min to
∼ 4 h) sulfide-induced corrosion process. This particular sulfide
concentration was chosen to accelerate Cu corrosion, acknowledging
that this environment approaches the upper limit of sulfur concen-
tration anticipated in a Swedish DGR,4,38,39 but significantly exceeds
the expected maximum [SH−] in a Canadian DGR. To ensure a de-
aerated environment, solutions were sparged with ultrapure
(99.999%) Ar for 30 min prior to each experiment to prevent
immediate SH− oxidation and then continually sparged throughout
experiments.

Electrochemical cell and instrumentation.—All electrochemical
data were collected using a three-compartment electrochemical cell
with an exposed Cu working electrode surface area of 0.785 cm2 and
a total solution volume of approximately 700 mL. A Pt plate
connected to external circuitry by a Pt wire (0.5 mm diameter) acted
as the counter electrode (CE), and a commercial saturated calomel
electrode (SCE, + 0.242 V vs SHE) was used as the reference
electrode (RE). When we were conducting experiments, the cell was
placed inside a grounded Faraday cage to minimize external
electrical interference.

Corrosion and electrochemical measurements.—Corrosion ex-
periments, including corrosion potential (ECORR), linear polarization
resistance (LPR), and electrochemical polarization measurements
were recorded using a Gamry Interface 1010 E potentiostat (Gamry
Instruments Inc., USA) equipped with Echem Analyst (version
7.8.2). Before each experiment was conducted, the Cu electrode
was cathodically cleaned at E = −1.5 V vs SCE for 1 min to reduce
any air-formed oxides, and then potentiostatically polarized at E =
−1.15 V vs SCE for another 1 min to allow the detachment of any
H2 bubbles which may have been formed due to H2O reduction at
the more negative potential. During corrosion experiments, ECORR

was recorded as a function of immersion time for a total duration of
24 h, with LPR measurements made every hour, in Ar-sparged

solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S. LPR
measurements involved polarizing the Cu electrode ± 5 mV (vs
ECORR), at a scan rate of 10 mV/min. The polarization resistance
(Rp) values were then calculated from the slopes of the linear current
density (i) vs potential (E) plots (i.e., Rp = ΔE/Δi).

Most potentiostatic polarizations were conducted at an applied
potential of −0.9 V vs SCE for a duration of 5 min to 4 h. This
particular potential (−0.9 V vs SCE) was chosen based on its close
proximity to the ECORR measured previously in a similar solution,
with the intention of introducing only a small perturbation (driving
force for corrosion) to the Cu surfaces, thereby facilitating investi-
gation of early-stage sulfide film formation. Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was performed from an initial potential of E = −1.4 V vs SCE
to various final potentials at a scan rate of 2 mV/s. Some electro-
chemical polarizations were reversed at a final potential of −0.4 V
vs SCE. All experiments were performed at room temperature (21 ±
2 °C). To ensure reproducibility, all experiments were repeated.

Material characterization.—Before the specimens were exposed
to the environment in corrosion tests, SEM coupled with electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was conducted to obtain crystal-
lographic texture information of the specimen surface. SEM micro-
graphs and EBSD maps were collected using a FEI NanoSEM 450 at
the Reactor Material Testing Laboratory (RMTL) at Queen’s
University using a Brucker e-flash EBSD detector in combination
with the Bruker Quantax Esprit software (version 2.3). During an
EBSD analysis, a pre-tilted specimen mounting stage (PELCO 70°
pre-tilt holder) was used relative to the normal incidence of the
electron beam, thereby enhancing the contrast in the diffraction
pattern and the fraction of electrons scattered from the specimen.
The accelerating voltage of the electron beam was maintained at 15
or 30 kV while the working distance from the tilted specimen surface
to the SEM pole piece was fixed at approximately 15 mm during
EBSD acquisition. A minimum misorientation of 2° was used to
define a grain boundary. Grain orientations are shown as inverse
pole figure (IPF) maps. Step sizes of 1.50 μm, 0.48 μm, and 0.15 μm
were used for the as-sprayed cold spray (AS-CS-Cu), heat-treated
cold spray (HT-CS-Cu) and electrodeposited (ED-Cu) specimens,
respectively. Post-analyses of EBSD maps were conducted using
MTEX-5.6.0 toolbox and MATLAB R2020b. In a polycrystalline
material, grain boundaries (GBs) are arbitrarily divided into two
categories, i.e., a low-angle grain boundary and a high-angle grain
boundary.40,41 Specifically, a low-angle grain boundary (LAGB) is
defined by a misorientation angle between two neighbouring grains
of ⩽15°.42 However, if the adjacent grains are misoriented by an
angle that is >15°, then the GB is regarded as a high-angle grain
boundary (HAGB),43 resulting in a higher degree of atomic
mismatch. The LAGBs and HAGBs are indicated by different
colours (LAGBs: dark blue to blue; HAGBs: green to yellow) in
grain boundary misorientation maps. Non-indexed areas are shown
in black on an IPF map.

Surface micrographs and elemental distributions were obtained
on anodically-oxidized Cu specimens using a FEI NanoSEM 450
coupled with a Bruker XFlash EDX detector. Scanning transmission
electron microscopy high angle annular dark-field (STEM-HAADF)
imaging and STEM-EDX were carried out on selected Cu speci-
mens, which were potentiostatically polarized at a potential of
–0.4 V vs SCE for 3.5 h, using a FEI Tecnai Osiris/TEM (STEM)
also at (RMTL). EDX data analysis was performed using Bruker
Esprit software (version 1.9). The microscope is equipped with 4
Super-X SDD EDX detectors, allowing fast and precise acquisition
of X-ray spectra with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio which allows
for accurate detection of very small concentrations of elements
(<1 at%). Prior to TEM characterization, specimens were prepared
using a common lift out procedure on corroded Cu specimens at the
Canadian Centre for Electron Microscopy (CCEM) at McMaster
University. Specifically, A Zeiss NVision 40 Gemini FIB-SEM (Carl
Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a dual-beam Ga+ Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) was used to extract TEM foils (80 to 100 nm thick) at specific
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film/Cu metal interfaces. STEM-EDX was performed at an accel-
erating voltage of 200 kV.

Results and Discussion

Characterization of Cu coatings.—SEM micrographs were
obtained on electropolished Cu surfaces. For AS-CS-Cu specimens,
pores measuring approximately 5–10 μm were visible along inter-
facial boundaries, Fig. 2A. The distribution of pores and interface
boundaries in CS Cu coatings has been observed previously by Tam
et al.44 and Li et al.,34 demonstrating a heterogeneous microstruc-
ture, a high density of dislocations near splat interfaces/boundaries,
and pores/cavities throughout the CS-Cu microstructure.45

Additionally, elongated pores extending the length of several
adjacent particles were observed at the junction of a few splat
boundaries, Fig. 2A, suggesting that these particle-particle bound-
aries are weakly bonded. Previously, it has been shown33 that the
presence of splat boundaries (also called inter-particle interfaces
or splat-splat interfaces) is due to the deformation of Cu particles,
on impingement at a high kinetic energy. As speculated
previously,33,34,46 the corrosion of CS-Cu could propagate differ-
ently in the proximity of splat boundaries and/or at open pore areas
than on the surface of the bulk material.

Figure 2C shows a SEM backscattered electron (BSE) micro-
graph of an HT-CS-Cu specimen. As shown by others
previously,13,46 prior to annealing, the CS-Cu coatings exhibited a
refined grain size (<3 μm), with splat boundaries visible on
the examined surfaces. While the particle interfaces were still
visible after annealing, Fig. 2C, they became discontinuous, with
discrete scattered circular-shaped pores distributed along the inter-
particle boundaries. This could be due to the incomplete sintering of
the inter-splat areas during cold spray and annealing.33,46 Notably,
small grains (from a few micrometres up to 20 μm) were observed in
the interiors of splat boundaries, Fig. 2C, suggesting that micro-
structural recrystallization occurred during low temperature

annealing (350 °C for 1 h).33,37 Of the materials characterized by
SEM, ED-Cu exhibits a well-refined microstructure, Fig. 2B, with an
average grain size of ⩽5 μm; consistent with the observations of Li
et al.34 and Dobkowska et al.46 No grain boundary defects specific to
CS-Cu specimens or pores were observed on ED-Cu, Fig. 2B,
suggesting that ED-Cu has lower residual stress than CS-Cu.47

Figure 2D shows the surface of a SKB wrought Cu specimen,
exhibiting large grains (⩾100 μm), as reported by others.48,49

Although there were no visible pores and particle interfaces on the
SKB Cu surface, it should be noted that certain small surface
artefacts may have been produced on the SKB Cu during electro-
polishing.

To examine the microstructure of Cu specimens, EBSD analyses
were performed on all three Cu-coated materials. It should be noted
that observations and comparisons reported here should be con-
sidered qualitative. All Cu specimens exhibited randomly orientated
grains, Figs. 3A, 3C and 3E. Of the materials examined, the AS-CS-
Cu revealed an unusual heterogeneous microstructure consisting of
many ultra-fine small grains distributed along the perimeters of
much larger highly deformed grains, Fig. 3A. The highly deformed
large grains exhibited gradual variations in colour, indicating a high
degree of misorientation throughout the grain. This is likely caused
by the high strain rate (up to 109 s−1) inherent to the cold spray
process.34,50 As shown in Fig. 3A, the grain size of AS-CS-Cu varies
from a few micrometres up to approximately 50 μm. It is possible
that dynamic recrystallization34 occurred at the particle boundaries,
leading to the formation of ultra-fine grains and high-angle grain
boundaries (HAGBs).33,45 This is supported by the observation of
high degrees of boundary misorientation angle (⩾40°) around the
areas where particle-particle boundaries exist, Fig. 3B. Commonly,
the energy of a GB increases as the boundary misorientation angle
increases.42,51 However, the HAGB energy does not behave mono-
tonically with increasing misorientation angle. For instance, there
are coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries (Σ 3, Σ 5, Σ 7, etc.)

Figure 2. SEM micrographs obtained on electropolished Cu specimens before EBSD analyses: (A) SE image of an as sprayed CS-Cu showing locations of pores
and interparticle boundaries, (B) SE image of an ED-Cu showing small grains, (C) BSE image of a heat treated CS-Cu highlighting grains, pores, and particle
boundaries, (D) SE image of a SKB-Cu showing large grains (>100 μm).
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which exhibit a lower energy despite having a high misorientation
angle.52 A CSL is defined as occurring when lattice sites coincide
between the two lattices, with the boundary containing a high
density of atomic points with a good atomic fit.53 Although not
shown here, a significant number of Σ 3 coincident site lattice
boundaries (CSLs) were formed near the particle boundaries. Since
the Σ 3 CSLs generally possess a low boundary energy and a low
reactivity,43,52 the intergranular corrosion resistance of CS-Cu may
be improved at certain areas near the particle boundaries.

Figures 3C and 3D shows the grain orientation and boundary
misorientation maps of a HT-CS-Cu specimen. Grain growth,
possibly due to recrystallization,34 is visible after annealing for 1 h
at 350 °C. In general, the HT-CS-Cu exhibited random texture, with

more well-defined grain features, and showed evidence of grain
twinning. It is possible that the large internal strain energy, as
previously seen from AS-CS-Cu (Fig. 3A), resulted in recrystalliza-
tion and subsequently the formation of smaller grains.44 In addition,
areas situated near the particle boundaries, as indicated by the
dashed curves (Fig. 3C), did not exhibit the ultra-fine grain features
seen on AS-CS-Cu. This is consistent with the observations made by
Li et al.,34 indicating that no nano size grains were present near the
particle boundaries after heat treatment. As observed for AS-CS-Cu,
Fig. 2A, distinct particle boundaries remained visible in HT-CS-Cu,
Figs. 2C and 3C, although they appeared more discontinuous and
dispersed across the surface. The non-indexed areas (shown in
black), Fig. 3C, could be attributed to the presence of open pores on

Figure 3. EBSD maps recorded on various Cu coating specimens, including an as sprayed CS-Cu ((A) and (B)), a heat treated CS-Cu ((C) and (D)), and an ED-
Cu ((E) and (F)). (A), (C) and (E) are IPF maps showing grain orientations. (B), (D), and (F) are grain boundary misorientation maps of the same areas extracted
from EBSD data, with the coloured scale bar on the right showing the misorientation angles in degrees. Note that some particle boundaries are indicated by the
dashed curve lines in Fig. 3C.
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the surface. When we inspected the grain boundary misorientation
map, Fig. 3D, it was clear that the vast majority of the HT-CS-Cu
surface exhibited a significant proportion of HAGBs. Although not
shown here, Σ 3 coincident site lattice boundaries (CSLs) coincided
with most of the HAGBs of the HT-CS-Cu. These results indicate
that the overall corrosion resistance of HT-CS-Cu could be improved
in spite of the presence of a significant number of HAGBs (i.e.,
CSLs are low-energy interfacial regions).

The most refined microstructure, with a reported average grain
size ranging from 1.2 to 3.3 μm,33,34,46 was observed in ED-Cu,
Fig. 3E. Many smaller grains existed within randomly oriented large
grains. As shown in the IPF map, Fig. 3E, the vast majority of the
grains were oriented towards {111} and {011}. In addition, the
grains oriented to {001} were smaller and randomly distributed
throughout the analyzed area of the ED-Cu. Unlike the CS-Cu
specimens (Figs. 3B and 3D), ED-Cu exhibited a denser distribution
of HAGBs across the surface and significantly fewer LAGBs,
Fig. 3F, with the majority of the GBs corresponding to the Σ 3 CSLs.

Corrosion measurements of Cu coatings.—Figure 4 shows
ECORR values measured on the AS-CS-Cu, HT-CS-Cu, ED-Cu and
SKB-Cu specimens in Ar-sparged solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl
+ 1 × 10−3 M Na2S. As noted above, the selected sulfide
concentration was significantly higher than that anticipated in an
actual DGR,1,2,16,54 to accelerate corrosion and determine whether
microstructural heterogeneities were relevant. The ECORR of SKB-
Cu was the lowest and increased rapidly during the first hour, to a
steady-state ECORR value at ∼−0.95 V vs SCE after 4 h. The ECORR

values of ED-Cu and HT-CS-Cu exhibited very similar trends, with
a rapid initial increase followed by a slower longer-term slight
decrease. In particular, the ECORR of ED-Cu decreased slightly more
rapidly than that of HT-CS-Cu, with a minimum value slightly lower
(−0.94 V vs SCE) than that recorded for the HT-CS-Cu (−0.93 V vs
SCE). These close similarities suggest that the general corrosion
behaviour of these materials is very similar. By comparison, the AS-
CS-Cu exhibited a different behaviour, with ECORR initially rising
rapidly to approximately −0.85 V vs SCE before decreasing slowly
to −0.90 V vs SCE, with fluctuations in values observed throughout
the experiment. These fluctuations in ECORR may be due to the
heterogeneity of the AS-CS-Cu surface, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
on which high energy sites (i.e., interfacial regions or pores) yield
slight variations in the corrosion rate. Also shown in Fig. 4, is the
equilibrium potential (Ee = −1.01 V vs SCE) for Cu/Cu2S for this
particular [SH−] (1 × 10−3 M Na2S).

55 Overall, ECORR values were
close to Ee, as observed previously by Chen et al.21 and Guo et al.,56

indicating the formation of chalcocite (Cu2S), as demonstrated
previously using X-ray diffraction (XRD).

Table I shows the average Rp values measured over a 24 h
exposure period once ECORR approached its steady-state value. The
apparent corrosion rate (∝ Rp

−1) was lowest on ED-Cu and SKB-Cu
specimens and considerably higher on the AS-CS-Cu, with an
intermediate value for the HT-CS-Cu. Based on Fig. 4 and
Table I, no apparent relationship between ECORR and Rp was
observed. This indicates that the differences in Rp cannot be
explained by a simple rebalancing of the relative rates of the anodic
and cathodic half reactions. These changes in Rp between the
different Cu materials suggest a clear influence of surface properties
on the corrosion rate, with the highly defective AS-CS-Cu exhibiting
the highest rate. The lower rate for HT-CS-Cu, and its approach to
the values recorded on the ED-Cu and SKB-Cu, indicate a clear
improvement when the macroscale defects on the cold sprayed Cu
surface were removed by annealing.

Electrochemical measurements of Cu coatings.—To investigate
the electrochemical behaviour of CS-Cu coatings, two sets of CVs
were performed, to different upper potential limits, on stationary
HT-CS-Cu and AS-CS-Cu electrodes in Ar-sparged solutions con-
taining 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S, Fig. 5. When the potential
on the HT-CS-Cu was scanned to a maximum of −0.85 V vs SCE

(i.e., to approximately 120 mV more positive than the ECORR) the
current rose to a plateau value (A1) and did not decrease at higher
potentials as would have been expected if passivation occurred,
although the lower current in this region on the negative-going scan
showed that the film formed was partially protective, previous work
has demonstrated the porous nature of this film.18,19,27,57 The anodic
current (A1) and the corresponding cathodic peak (C1) can be
attributed to the formation and subsequent reduction of a Cu2S
(chalcocite) film, as demonstrated previously.18,58 Previous studies
have shown that film formation was diffusion-controlled.57 To main-
tain a diffusion-controlled growth process, the sulfide film must be
porous, allowing a rapid transport of Cu(I) (as soluble sulphide
complexes and clusters) from the metal surface to the film/solution
interface, leading to further film growth. To maintain growth at the
film/solution interface, transport within the pores in the film must not
be blocked by their closure, which would lead to control of film growth
by cation transport through microscopic defects in the film.

On the negative-going scan, Fig. 5A, a single, almost symme-
trical cathodic peak for the reduction of Cu2S was observed at
−1.08 V vs SCE on HT-CS-Cu. Although not shown here, features
associated with the C1 peak were similar to those observed on SKB-
Cu in the identical solution environment.19 The amount of Cu2S
formed, expressed as a charge (Q), was obtained by calculating the
area associated with the anodic current region A1. Similarly, the
amount of anodically-formed Cu2S that was reduced, was repre-
sented by the charged integrated under the area of the reduction peak
C1. As observed previously,18 the amount of charge associated with
film formation (A1) was approximately equivalent to the charge
recovered by film reduction (C1), demonstrating that all of the
anodically-formed Cu2S on the positive-going scan was effectively
reduced on the reverse scan.

The AS-CS-Cu exhibited similar behaviour (A1′) but anodic
oxidation commenced at a lower potential than on the HT-CS-Cu,
with the current maintained in region A2′ at more positive potentials,
Fig. 5A. This early onset of anodic oxidation could suggest that the
AS-CS-Cu is more susceptible to corrosion, due to the defective
surface. On the negative-going scan, only a single cathodic reduction
peak was observed at −1.1 V vs SCE, due to the reduction of the
anodically-formed Cu2S. As observed with HT-CS-Cu, the charge
associated with anodic film formation (A1′ and A2′) was approxi-
mately equal to the charge associated with film reduction (C1′),
again confirming that all the anodic charge went to Cu2S film
formation.

When the scan was extended to −0.4 V vs SCE, Fig. 5B, the
current was maintained throughout region A2 (A2′) leading to more

Figure 4. Corrosion potential (ECORR) measurements recorded on various
types of Cu materials as a function of time in Ar-sparged solutions
containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S.
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extensive film reduction on the reverse scan (C1/C2 and C1′/C2′).
As seen previously, extending the scan to this potential leads to
further Cu2S formation,19,59 with the formation of oxides, hydro-
xides and soluble chloride complexes thermodynamically prohibited
in this potential range.29,60,61 As shown in Fig. 5B, on the negative-
going scan, the anodic current retraced its original path through

regions A1/A1′ and A2/A2′, confirming that Cu2S film growth
continued, and demonstrating that the sulfide film formed on the
forward scan did not passivate the Cu surface. Such a feature would
only have been possible if the Cu2S film remained porous and able to
sustain film growth at the Cu2S/solution interface, a process
supported by the transport of Cu(I) species through solution, as
sulfide complexes (Cu(SH)2

−) and Cu3S3 clusters.17,62 In addition,
film reduction occurred in two stages, with a small cathodic
reduction peak C1/C1′ and a much larger reduction peak C2/C2′
being observed on both CS-Cu specimens, Fig. 5B. This suggests the
presence of two distinct morphological forms of the same phase
since previous XRD results demonstrated that only chalcocite
(Cu2S) was formed.18,21,56 This dual layer film formation process
has been studied in detail previously.19 This study showed that peak
C2/C2′ could be attributed to the reduction of crystalline Cu2S
deposited on top of the initially formed Cu2S layer reduced at peak
C1/C1′. Overall, both types of CS-Cu exhibited similar electro-
chemical behaviour, which did not distinguish between possible
differences in corrosion behaviour that may occur at high energy
defect sites, such as splat boundaries or pores.

Short-term (up to 800 s) potentiostatic polarizations were per-
formed at −0.9 V vs SCE on the various Cu specimens, Fig. 6. This
polarization potential was chosen based on the ECORR measurements
in Fig. 4, so that the electrochemical driving force,63 was as close as
possible to the natural corrosion condition recorded on the various
Cu materials. As shown in Fig. 6, the current was initially high
(0.1 to 0.2 mA cm−2) for SKB-Cu, HT-CS-Cu and ED-Cu, and
decreased rapidly during the first 50 s to a steady-state value of
approximately 70 μA cm−2. At very short times this can be
attributed to the non-Faradaic process of double layer charging but
beyond approximately 1 s to a combination of the onset of partial
control by SH− transport to the Cu surface and the formation of a
partially inhibiting Cu2S film which subsequently thickened under
partial transport control. The initial current values (t ⩽ 30 s) ranged
from 50 to 200 μA cm-2 and may reflect the differences in reactivity
of the SKB-Cu, HT-CS-Cu and ED-Cu surfaces, with the CS-Cu
being initially most reactive and ED-Cu the least. Beyond ∼ 450 s,
the steady-state currents became effectively indistinguishable
(∼ 80 μA cm−2). These steady-state current values indicate that the
growth of a non-passivating film under partially transport-controlled
conditions was similar on the three Cu materials. For a truly passive
film, a current of approximately 1 μA cm−2 would be expected.64

Additionally, the observation of minor fluctuations in current throughout
the experiments suggests the films formed were slightly unstable.

The current transient recorded on AS-CS-Cu exhibited signifi-
cantly different behaviour, the initial current being approximately
one order of magnitude smaller than on the other materials. Over
approximately 75 s the current rose to a value close to that of the
other materials before slowly decreasing to a value of approximately
30 ± 5 μA cm−2. Noticeably, significant fluctuations in current over
the range approximately 10 and 60 μA cm−2 persisted throughout
the measurement, suggesting that the heterogeneous microstructure,
specifically the presence of high energy defect sites (dislocations
density and particle-particle boundaries33,50) shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
has a significant influence on the material reactivity.

Table II shows the average sulfide film thickness values
calculated based on the total charge obtained by integrating the
current-time profiles from Fig. 6, and the assumption that the films
are of uniform thickness. The detailed conversion from charge to the
average film thickness is described elsewhere.65 The estimated film
thickness values ranged from 46 nm on AS-CS-Cu to 83 nm on SKB
Cu. The values recorded on the HT-CS-Cu, SKB-Cu and ED-Cu
were very similar, consistent with the similarities in ECORR (Fig. 4)
and the polarization currents (Fig. 6). The thickness of the film on
the AS-CS-Cu was considerably lower, indicating a less reactive
surface. This suggests that the heterogeneous nature of AS-CS-Cu
with the presence of pores and interfacial splat boundaries, may have
caused altered corrosion kinetics near these non-uniform areas
leading to a different corrosion rate. In addition, the small thickness

Table I. Average Rp values measured after ECORR approached its
steady-state values in Ar-sparged solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl +
1 × 10−3 M Na2S.

Material R
p
(Ω·cm

2

)

As sprayed CS Cua) 1934 ± 100
Heat-treated CS Cu 3032 ± 55
ED Cu 6900 ± 63
SKB wrought Cu 6523 ± 40

a) due to the fluctuation of the corrosion potential measured on as-
sprayed CS Cu, the extrapolated Rp value may only be approximate.

Figure 5. CVs recorded on heat treated and as sprayed CS Cu samples to
two different upper potential limits in solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl +
1 × 10−3 M Na2S: (A) CVs scanned to the maximum potential of −0.85 V
vs SCE, (B) CVs scanned to the maximum potential of −0.4 V vs SCE. The
ECORR and various anodic and cathodic peaks are labeled with A1, A2, A1′,
A2′, C1 and C2. Blue and pink arrows indicate the scanning direction of each
CV. Note that both figures were plotted using linear Y-axis.
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values of AS-CS-Cu may also be due to the smaller perturbation
(Eapplied − ECORR) exerted on the AS-CS-Cu surface compared to
that of the other Cu materials.

Characterization of electrochemically polarized Cu surfaces.—
Scanning electron microscopy on anodically oxidized Cu coatings.—
Figure 7 shows SEM micrographs recorded on AS-CS-Cu and ED-
Cu specimens for films grown potentiostatically at −0.9 V vs SCE
for 800 s in a 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S solution. As shown in
Figs. 7A and 7B, a very thin nodular film was formed on AS-CS-Cu.
While this film was uniformly distributed across the surface,
Fig. 7A, open pores and particle boundaries were clearly visible
on the surface. Examination of the areas surrounding and in the open
pores on AS-CS-Cu, Fig. 7B, showed that, at micro-scale resolution,
no corrosion products were visible inside the open pore, but were
deposited on the outer edge of the pore. The absence of any
distinguishable corrosion products within the pore suggests that
the corrosion front did not propagate into the occluded areas,
although nanoscale analyses are required to confirm whether this
is the case (Section 3.4.2). Although further confirmation is required
these observations suggest that the nodular nature of the deposited
film may be related to the heterogeneous microstructure of the
surface, shown to be composed of ultra-small grains along the
perimeter of much larger deformed grains, Fig. 3A.

To determine the composition of the deposit on the outer surface,
an SEM-EDX analysis was performed on the nodular deposit (within
the area marked with a red circle in Fig. 7B). To minimize the
analytical penetration depth (working volume), the acceleration
voltage of the primary electrons was maintained at 10 kV when
collecting EDX spectra. The EDX spectrum exhibited a strong signal
for S at 2.3 keV and a very weak signal for O at 0.5 keV, confirming
the presence of Cu2S and a negligible amount of Cu oxides. The
percentages by weight of O and S were 1.2% and 34.8%,
respectively, with the former considered close to the background
level, given the elemental sensitivity for O. The absence of a signal

for Cl in this spectrum and others recorded on surfaces, indicates
minimal, if any, CuCl formation, consistent with thermodynamic
expectations in the presence of sulfide at the concentration used.60

The ED-Cu specimen exhibited a surface morphology different to
that of AS-CS-Cu, Figs. 7C and 7D. The film, while still non-
uniformly distributed, comprehensively covered the surface. It
should be noted that electropolishing was conducted on Cu surfaces
prior to performing any electrochemical experiments. Its effect is
presently unclear. Close inspection of the images in Figs. 7C and 7D
suggests that growth may have been more extensive along grain
boundaries. It is possible that anodic oxidation favoured areas
containing HAGBs, consistent with the observation from Fig. 3F,
which showed a high density network of such boundaries on the ED-
Cu surface. That HAGBs on Cu surfaces are preferential corrosion
sites relative to the lower energy grain surfaces has been proposed
by Miyamoto et al.31 and Dobkowska et al.46 On the time scale of
the present experiments, the relative increase in corrosion rate at
HAGBs appeared minor. The nodular form of the Cu2S deposit on
the AS-CS-Cu suggests that the film is less protective than that
formed on the ED-Cu, which is apparently inconsistent with the
lower current density measured in growing the AS-CS-Cu film,
Fig. 6, and with the RP values measured on open circuit, Table II.
However, ECORR measured on AS-CS-Cu is ∼ 200 mV more
positive than that measured on the other Cu specimens., Fig. 4. As
a consequence, the overpotential on the AS-CS-Cu at an applied
potential of −0.9 V would be considerably lower than on the other
three specimens, which would account for the lower current density
and lower “apparent” film thickness, Table II, despite the higher
corrosion rate (RP

−1), Table II. Thus, the higher corrosion rate on the
AS-CS-Cu can be attributed to the formation of a much less
protective nodular film.

Site-Specific FIB Extraction and Transmission Electron
Microscopy on Anodically Oxidized Cu Coatings

To investigate the nanoscale composition and structure of the
anodic films grown on Cu, a site-specific lift out technique was
applied to prepare TEM specimens using a dual beam Ga+ FIB-SEM
on corroded AS-CS-Cu to determine whether open cavities and high
energy splat regions were preferential sites for corrosion. Of
particular interest are the morphological and elemental distributions
across the film/Cu interface at the surface and at splat interfaces.
Figure 8 shows the steps involved in the FIB lift out technique used
to create a working TEM foil at the film/AS-CS-Cu interface. Prior
to foil preparation, the AS-CS-Cu was potentiostatically polarized at
−0.4 V vs SCE (region A2′ in Fig. 5) for 3.5 h in an Ar-sparged
solution containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S. To limit
decomposition of sulfide films under both electron and Ga ion
beams,29 the selected area on the surface, Fig. 8A, was first plated
with an amorphous carbon (C) layer via electron beam deposition at
an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. A tungsten layer (approximately
3 μm) was then deposited on top of the C layer, further preventing
film decomposition. FIB milling was then performed to create
trenches surrounding the area of interest, Fig. 8B. The prepared
specimen was then lifted out from the FIB-milled area using a
micromanipulator, Fig. 8C. Immediately following lift out, the
specimen was attached to a Cu TEM grid, as shown in Fig. 8D.
The final step, Fig. 8E, involved removing excess material at the
interface to thin the specimen to the electron transparency

Figure 6. Current evolution as a function of time recorded on various Cu
materials during potentiostatic polarization at the potential of −0.9 V vs
SCE.

Table II. Average film thickness calculated based on the charge integrated from current-time profiles in Fig. 6.

Material Charge Density (mC cm−2) Film Thickness (nm)

As sprayed CS Cu 31.1 45.8
Heat-treated CS Cu 52.4 77.2
ED Cu 48.3 71.1
SKB wrought Cu 56.0 82.5
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(<100 nm) required for TEM analysis. Figure 8F is a SEM
micrograph taken at the interface shown in Fig. 8E, showing the
presence of a thin surface film, as indicated by the orange arrows,
and the particle boundaries at the interface, as indicated by the white
arrow. This interfacial region was purposely targeted to evaluate
whether corrosion occurred at the nanoscale in the localized area
where a cavity/splat interface was present.

Figure 9 shows a STEM-HAADF image and the corresponding
STEM-EDX maps obtained at the tip area of a particle boundary on
the anodically oxidized AS-CS-Cu. This particle boundary was
extracted near the cross-section shown in Fig. 8F. The dominant
EDX signal for Cu was observed on the surface except for the areas
within the particle boundary. O, S, and some C were distributed in
the proximity of the tip and other areas away from the particle
boundary, with O exhibiting a strong signal, Fig. 9D. Strong signals
for C were also seen within the particle boundary, Figs. 9E and 9F. It
is unclear why C was enriched (51% by weight) in area 1, Fig. 9F),
and was still observable after the Cu surface had been polarized. A
possibility was that C was an artefact caused by contamination
during C layer deposition at the start of foil preparation or even
during transfer of the TEM foil from the FIB-SEM. Equivalent
amounts of O and S, accounting for 5.2% by weight, were seen in
area 2, Table III, suggesting the presence of both sulfide and oxide
films at the particle boundary tip. In addition, although not shown
here, a distinct S peak was observed in the EDX spectrum from area
2, confirming small concentrations of S at the tip. Therefore, these
results indicate that minor quantities of SH− do penetrate the porous
location at splat interfaces on the surface, even during the early
stages of exposure to sulfide solutions, leading to the incomplete
conversion (over this exposure time frame) of the oxide on the
boundary surfaces to sulphide. The effect of this SH- ingress on
material or mechanical properties is presently unknown. Further
work is underway to determine whether SH- penetration occurs in

less aggressive solutions containing sulfide, that better simulate
DGR conditions.

STEM-EDX analysis was also performed at the cross-section of
the anodically oxidized AS-CS-Cu, Fig. 10. The arrow on top of the
STEM-HAADF image in Fig. 10A indicates the position of each
phase across the interface. A two-layer film structure was visible,
and the corresponding elemental distributions are shown in Fig. 10.
S signals were dominant throughout the film, with the inner layer
(area 2, Fig. 10F) exhibiting a much more pronounced intensity. In
addition, the elemental distributions of S and Cu coincided,
confirming the films were composed of mostly copper sulfide.
Examination of the O map in Fig. 10D and Table IV, shows that
small amounts of O (3.6% by weight), were present in the outer-
layer of the film, most likely due to air-oxidation during specimen
transportation. Although qualitative elemental analysis was not
performed in the local areas situated right beneath area 2 (marked
with a red circle in Fig. 10F), a minor O signal was observed. As
suggested above for inter-particle boundaries, this may be attributed
to the inherent impurities from the manufacturing process associated
with the as sprayed CS Cu,44 as O is one of the major non-metallic
impurities present within the CS Cu coatings.

Although experiments were performed in aerated nitric acid
solutions, the rankings of corrosion rates of Cu materials observed in
our study were in the same order as they were observed by
Dobkowska et al.,46 with the ED-Cu and the AS-CS-Cu demon-
strating the highest and lowest corrosion resistance, respectively,
indicating that inter-particle boundary faults and porosity on AS-CS-
Cu could act as preferential pathways for corrosion propagation.

To summarize, the nanoscale characterization of the local
chemistry at the splat/interparticle boundary showed that minor
amounts of S were present at the boundary tip on the anodically-
oxidized AS-CS-Cu. This provides evidence that the diffusion/
ingress of SH− into pores and fractures had occurred and may

Figure 7. SEM micrographs recorded in SE mode of an as sprayed CS-Cu (A and B) and an ED-Cu (C and D) after potentiostatic polarizations at −0.9 V vs
SCE for 800 s in solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S. Arrows indicate regions where there are pores and particle boundaries on the as sprayed
CS-Cu. The red dashed circle shows the area where EDX analysis was performed.
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have induced corrosion at splat interfaces or cavities. In these short-
term experiments, this appears to have been dominantly the reaction
of SH− at the O-decorated particle interfaces. It should be noted
again that the [SH−] was well above that expected in the Canadian
DGR and the penetration depth was shallow (100 s of nm).
Nanoscale characterization was required to identify localized in-
gress, and demonstrates the benefit of characterizing corrosion using
complementary techniques that provide insight into the nanoscale
chemistry and electrochemistry. Previous application of only micro-
scale analytical techniques (SEM/EDX and XRD) for the elucidation
of surface film compositions and materials corrosion performance
could not demonstrate the distribution of very small quantities of
elements within confined areas; i.e., at splat interfaces. A more
comprehensive nanoscale investigation of corrosion in solutions

with the much lower [SH−] anticipated under Canadian DGR
conditions (⩽10−6 M) is underway. It is also necessary to study
the early stages of the corrosion process under open circuit, as
opposed to electrochemically polarized, conditions, since the bal-
ance between surface reactivity and transport (of SH−, Cu(SH)2

−

and Cu3S3) will be different.

Conclusions

• The early-stages of corrosion of various Cu materials were
examined in solutions containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S
using microscale analytical techniques, i.e., SEM/EBSD in combi-
nation with electrochemical techniques, followed by the application

Figure 8. Focused ion beam (FIB) lift out technique, used to create a working TEM foil at the film and as sprayed CS-Cu interface. Photos are labelled
chronologically from (A)-(F). (A) Location of a surface film that was preserved by the deposition of both a tungsten (W) and an amorphous carbon (C) layer, with
clear observation of W layer only. (B) FIB milling around the area of interest while the surface film was protected by the deposited W and C layer on the top
surface. (C) Sample was lifted out using a micromanipulator. (D) Sample was mounted to a Cu TEM grid. (E) Sample was thinned to electron transparency in
preparation for TEM analysis. (F) a high resolution image obtained at the FIB-Cut cross-section on the same sample as shown in (E), indicating the presence of a
thin surface film and particle boundaries at the interface.
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of STEM-EDX to investigate the nanoscale chemistry on an
anodically oxidized AS-CS-Cu specimen.

• Of the Cu materials examined, AS-CS-Cu exhibited a distinct
heterogeneous microstructure, consisting of splat/inter-particle
boundaries and open pores. In addition, EBSD analyses revealed
a significant amount of grain deformation across the examined

AS-CS-Cu surface. By comparison, HT-CS-Cu exhibited well-
defined grain features with a lower density distribution of splat
boundaries and pores, and the presence of annealing twins (Σ 3
CSLs). Unlike the CS-Cu specimens, ED-Cu consisted of extremely
fine grains and a dense network of HAGBs that coincided with Σ 3
CSLs. Despite having a high misorientation angle at the GB, Σ 3

Figure 9. STEM-HAADF image and EDX elemental maps recorded at an interparticle boundary of a corroded as sprayed CS-Cu after potentiostatic polarization
at the potential of −0.4 V vs SCE for a total duration of ∼ 3.5 h in a solution containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1× 10−3 M Na2S. This particle boundary was extracted at
the cross-section shown in Fig. 8F. Areas 1 and 2 were two localized regions where the wt% of each element was extracted, see Table III. Note that the colour
code of each element in Fig. 9F was different from the rest of elemental maps.

Figure 10. STEM-HAADF image and EDX elemental maps recorded at a film/CS-Cu interface of a corroded as sprayed CS-Cu after potentiostatic polarization
at the potential of −0.4 V vs SCE for a total duration of 3.5 h in a solution containing 0.1 M NaCl + 1 × 10−3 M Na2S. This interface was extracted from the
cross-section shown in Fig. 8F. Note that areas 1 and 2 were two localized regions where the wt% of each element was extracted, see Table IV.
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CSLs exhibit a low boundary energy and reactivity due to the high
degree of atomic points with a good atomic fit, possibly leading to an
improved corrosion resistance of ED-Cu. The SKB wrought Cu
showed the largest grain size (>100 μm) and greatest uniformity
among the Cu materials investigated.

• The differences in microstructure due to pore/interfacial defect
density, dislocation density, and/or residual stress, led to an increase
in the corrosion rate of the AS-CS-Cu. By comparison, the corrosion
behaviour and rate of the HT-CS-Cu were similar to those of the ED-
Cu and SKB-Cu indicating the value of the annealing process for the
cold sprayed coating. The ED-Cu exhibited marginally increased
corrosion resistance in the short term as compared to the SKB-Cu
and the HT-CS-Cu.

• CVs and potentiostatic polarizations showed that the electro-
chemical behaviour of HT-CS-Cu, SKB-Cu and ED-Cu was very
similar, while the AS-CS-Cu showed erratic current behavior
consistent with a variable surface reactivity.

• Nanoscale STEM-EDX characterization of a cross-section de-
monstrated the presence of a two-layer Cu2S film on the surface of the
anodically oxidized AS-CS-Cu specimen. In addition, S was detected at
a splat boundary tip, indicating that SH− had diffused into the confined
geometry within the surface fractures. The coexistence of S and O on
the inter-particle boundaries suggested SH− had partially converted the
oxide impurities known to decorate internal boundaries.
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